
Human rights due
diligence and assessment
A brief guide



This guide will help you understand, and navigate,
the proposed  changes to human rights regulations
in Europe and the UK.

We’ll discuss how the regulations might affect your
organisation, the drivers for its introduction and
the simple steps  you should be taking to ensure
compliance.

Navigate using the menu and arrows, you can
return to this page at anytime by selecting the
home button ■

Using the guide 1 What is human
rights due diligence?

2 What is changing?

3 Why is mandatory
due diligence being
introduced?
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5 When is it changing?

6 Five steps to
compliance
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What is human rights due diligence?
Human rights due diligence is a risk management tool. The
concept originates from the United Nations Guiding Principles,
and the purpose is both clear and preventative; to avoid causing
or contributing to adverse human rights impacts on people,
environment and society.

Simply put, human rights due diligence is the process
organisations should carry out to identify, prevent, mitigate and
account for actual and potential adverse impacts which they
could cause, contribute, or be linked to.   This extends both from
an organisations own operations, to their supply chain and
partners.

In comparison to more traditional due diligence, human rights
due diligence focuses on the impact to people, and not the
organisation.

1
Together, the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business
and Human Rights and the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development Guidelines have established
due diligence as the fundamental expectation of responsible
behaviour, especially with respect to human rights.

Although human rights due diligence is not currently a legal
obligation for organisations, it is considered best practice when
assessing compliance.

“In order to identify, prevent, mitigate and account for how they
address their adverse human rights impacts, business enterprises

should carry out human rights due diligence.”

United Nations Guiding Principles
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What is changing?
Human rights due diligence is currently voluntary for
organisations operating within the European Union (EU), with
the exception of France where it became mandatory for large
organisations in 2017.

Beginning in early 2021, the European Commission will
introduce legislation making it mandatory for EU organisations.

The new law would include provisions for corporate liability,
and would also seek to ensure access to resolution measures.

 Due to the current lack of an agreement between the EU and
the UK, it is unclear whether the UK would accept the
obligation to apply the new legislation.

If the UK refuses, they will likely be called to pass their own
similar legislation.
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Why is mandatory due diligence
being introduced?
There is growing momentum worldwide, but particularly in
Europe, to require organisations to undertake mandatory
human rights due diligence and to hold them accountable for
any impacts.

The announcement of the proposed legislation by the
European Commissioner for Justice, Didier Reynders in April
this year revealed widespread support among business
respondents.

Aside from legislatorial requirements, expectation is also
increasing from society, consumers and shareholders that
organisations are accountable for what goes on throughout
their operations.

In addition, the health, social and economic crisis caused by
COVID-19 cannot be underestimated and has been likened to a
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human rights crisis by António Guterres, Secretary-General of
the United Nations.

These global ‘events’ are driving responsible business conduct
to the top of many agendas, which in turn increases the risk of
reputational and potentially legal damage.

“There is more and more understanding that the smart mix, prescribed
by the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, means

that there needs to be legislation in order to reach the stated aims.”

Heidi Hautala, Vice-President of European Parliament



Will my organisation be affected?
Organisations already aligned with the United Nations Guiding
Principles and the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development guidelines will be well placed to comply with any
new legislation.

Organisations that have not yet adopted policies and processes
to ensure respect for human rights in their operations and
supply chains should take steps to do so now.

Whilst human rights due diligence focuses on the benefit and
impact to people, organisations who align and implement can
expect to see increased resilience to changing environmental
and social circumstances, along with reputational recognition
and increased social license to operate.

More wider positive social impacts on working conditions,
wages and vulnerable stakeholders will surely follow.
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When is it changing?
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Mandatory human rights due diligence will enter into force in
the European Union (EU) from early 2021.

It is unclear whether the UK would accept the obligation to
apply the new legislation, however, if the UK refuses, they will
probably be called to pass their own similar legislation.

Any new law will be aligned with existing standards; the United
Nations Guiding Principles and the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development Guidelines.

There will likely be legal and financial implications for
organisations who do not comply with the new regulations.

So, the real question is not if, but when laws will be in place and
what the impact will be to organisations’ current operations.

April 2020 Commissioner for  Justice announces
 proposed mandatory due diligence

October 2020 Public consultation opens,
ending February 2021

Early 2021 Expected legislation
implementation



Five steps to compliance
Policy commitment

6
1

Express and embed an organisational commitment to meet human rights
responsibilities through a board level policy statement and strategy, and in procedures.

Assess actual and potential human rights impacts2
Iteratively identify and assess actual or potential adverse impacts resulting from  an
organisation’s activities including supply chain - stakeholder engagement and consultation
are key.

Integrate and act upon findings3
Integrate impact assessment findings across relevant internal functions and processes,
and implement appropriate mitigation measures.

Track responses4
Verify whether adverse human rights impacts are being effectively monitored and
addressed, track responses using qualitative and quantitative indicators and feedback.

Communicate how impacts are addressed5
Communicate externally on how human rights impacts are being addressed, particularly
when stakeholders concerns have been raised. Severe impacts should be reported formally,
detailing how they are, or will be addressed.
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www.wsp.com

Get in touch
Our team have a proven track record supporting organisations
with human rights due diligence, assessment and compliance.

They will help you develop your organisations approach to the
human rights due diligence process, undertake impacts
assessments and provide support and consultation as you and
your organisation evolve your human rights strategy.

Whether you’re based in the UK, Europe or anywhere else
globally, we are here to help.

Bita Rais
Principal Consultant
e   bita.rais@wsp.com

Liza Young
Consultant
e   liza.young@wsp.com
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